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Violating the 'Rules of Hospitality': 

The Protests ofjobless Immigrants in 
Depression-Era France 

PHILIP H. SLABY 

In recent decades, historians of France between the world wars 
have increasingly illuminated the role of immigration in shaping 
key national developments during these turbulent decades. For 
instance, they note that neither France's post-war recovery nor its 
economic expansion in the rg2os can be understood without 
appreciating the contribution offoreigners, whose labour permit-
ted France to overcome crippling labour scarcity. In the 1930s 
France's unemployment rates were lower than those of Britain 
and Germany. Immigrants softened the sting of joblessness as the 
government pressured them to cede positions to Frenchmen and 
to depart from France and its unemployment rolls. The presence 
of numerous non-natives in France also shaped political develop-
ments of the rg3os by feeding right-wing xenophobia. Immigrants 
in inter-war France have thus been understood largely as workers, 
as passive victims of economic downturn, and as the scapegoats 
for political demagogues. 1 Yet such a portrait renders only part 
of the immigrants' experience and only a portion of their 
influence on French economic, social, and political development 
in the rg2os and 1930s. While immigrants indeed were members 
of the workforce, they also ranked among the unemployed. While 
some foreigners submitted to state and employer pressure to 
depart the French labour market and the nation, others contested 
their lay-offs and their expulsions. And while xenophobes painted 

1 Pioneering works on the subject of French immigration between the world wars 
includejean-Charles Bonnet, Les Pouvoirs publics.franrais et /'immigration dans l'entre-deux-guerres 
(Lyon, 1976); Gary S. Cross, Immigrant Workers in Industrial France: The Making ofa New 
Laboring Class (Philadelphia, 1983); Ralph Schor, L'Opinion.franraise et les etrangers: 1919-1939
(Paris, 1985). Even scholars offering broader histories of France in the inter-war decades 
have acknowledged immigration's influence on inter-war French political and economic 
developments. See e.g. Eugen Weber, The Hollow rears: France in the 1930s (New York, 1994), 
esp. 87-110. 
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non-natives as undermining French institutions and security, 
many foreigners appealed to and upheld French republican prin-
ciples to protect themselves in France. 

This essay seeks to highlight the complex position of immigrants 
in 1930s France. It examines foreigners as a unique component 
within the French unemployed population and considers jobless 
non-natives as a group that actively defended its interests. Focusing 
on the coalfields of the Pas-de-Calais, a departement in France's 
north-eastern industrial heartland, it analyses the interaction 
between French coal firms, officials, and locals, and the members 
of the mostly Polish immigrant community experiencing or threat-
ened by unemployment during 1934, a year in which France 
neared its Depression-era economic nadir. The analysis reveals 
why and how unemployed immigrants embraced collective and 
often violent protest in the spring of 1934 as a means to shield 
themselves against the winds of a social and political climate turned 
harsh by economic decline and by abusive government and 
employer policies. To out-of-work foreigners, for whom unemploy-
ment could trigger expulsion from France, organized protest 
appeared to provide promising shelter. Indeed, demonstrations by 
the French unemployed in the region wrested concessions from the 
state and management, leading non-native protesters to hope for 
similar results. Immigrants, thus, embraced the protest methods of 
the French unemployed-disciplined marches and aggressive out-
bursts-as well as their own innovations such as strikes and the 
mobilization of women, children, and full families to carry their 
grievances to the government and employers. The essay ultimately 
illuminates the weakness of the immigrant jobless. As the foreigners 
possessed only feeble economic and political rights in France, their 
protest scarcely affected employers who sought their dismissal and 
French workers who remained unmoved by the migrants' plight. 
In fact, the immigrants' actions weakened their position in the Pas-
de-Calais, as officials viewed protests as evidencing the seditious 
will of out-of-work foreigners, an attitude that invited and justified 
their arbitrary expulsion. Though ill-fated, the Pas-de-Calais 
migrants' protest in 1934 represents an important facet of the 
history of unemployed protest in France, a history that is just now 
receiving scholarly attention.2 Unemployed immigrants shared the 

2 For recent work on the history of the unemployed in inter-war France see Matt Perry, 
Prisoners of Want: The Experience and Protest of the Unemployed in France, 1921-I945 (Aldershot, 
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frustrations and hardships of their French neighbours, experiences 
that drove natives and foreigners to take up similar forms of 
protest. Yet active, public, and politically inspired protest carried 
consequences far more stinging for unemployed immigrants than 
for Frenchmen. 

Immigration to the Pas-de-Calaisfrom Good Times to Bad 

Mter the First World War, France developed a controlled immi-
gration system that permitted the nation to access and regulate 
foreign manpower. The web oflaws and regulations constituting 
the system enshrined contradictory impulses. On the one hand, 
liberalism and the desire to attract labour moved legislators to 
promise freedom of conscience, speech, and assembly to immi-
grants. Further, foreigners received numerous rights such as pay 
equal to natives and access to French unemployment and welfare 
benefits. 3 On the other hand, seeking to protect the interests of 
the French state, its citizens, and its employers, officials expanded 
their authority over foreigners. To reduce competition between 
native and non-native workers, the government regulated both 
the number of immigrants who entered France and the occupa-
tions they held. Further, the state strengthened its ability to act 
against potential non-native threats to national security. Officials, 
thus, screened entering immigrants and monitored their subse-
quent movements. Additionally, the state afforded its officials 
great power to police foreigners. They could initiate against a 
foreign resident the process of refoulement, by which the immigrant 
was either expelled or his or her residential status was rendered 
probationary. Offences warranting refoulement ranged from break-
ing work contracts to crime and acts deemed politically seditious. 
These were discretionary powers; acts punishable by them were 
never codified, leaving authorities to enforce them as they wished. 
2007); id., 'Unemployment Revolutionizes the Working Class: Le Cri des chômeurs, French 
Communists and the Birth of the Movement of the Unemployed in France, 1931-1932',
French History (2002), 441-66; id., 'Sans distinction de nationalite? The French Communist 
Party, Immigrants and Unemployment in the 1930s', European History Quarterly, 34 (2004), 
337-69; and M. Seidman, 'Making the French Unemployed Work, 1930-1936', French 
History (2004), 196-221. 

3 Such rights did not extend to all immigrant labourers, but only to those whose nations 
had signed immigration-emigration accords with France. Such agreements governed 
migration from the main sources of immigration to France such as Italy and Poland. 
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Furthermore, immigrants lacked any right to appeal such deci-
sions in court. 4 

During the 1920s the immigration system satisfied employers, 
French workers, and immigrants alike. Its contradictions-cou-
pling liberties and rights for foreigners with arbitrary state powers 
to overrule them-remained masked by prosperity. In fact, immi-
grants swifdy filled gaps in the French labour market. The number 
of non-French residents climbed in the 1920s from 1.5 to nearly 3 
million, making them a record 7 per cent of the total population by 
1931.5 Industrial regions such as the Pas-de-Calais attracted many 
of these immigrants. The site of France's premiere coal basin, 
the Pas-de-Calais encountered debilitating worker scarcity in 
the 1920s.6 Only mass immigration filled the void oflabour in the 
mines. Contracted by coal firms, foreign personnel poured into the 
Pas-de-Calais, sending the departemenfs foreign population surging 
from less than 3 per cent before the war to reach 13 per cent in 
1926.7 Predominant within the immigrant population were Poles. 
This group, virtually unknown in the departement before the war, 
became the single largest non-French ethnic group in the region, 
representing 8 per cent of all Pas-de-Calais inhabitants by 1926.8 

In 1931, the Polish population in the Pas-de-Calais reached a peak 
of more than 129,600 individuals, the majority of whom worked 
in the mines and lived in the mining towns of the département's coal 
basin, particularly within the arrondissement ofBethune.9 

4 Bonnet, Les Pouvoirs publics.franfais, 106-7.
5 Though the total number of foreigners in France eventually exceeded the three 

million mark in the later twentieth century, as a percentage of the total population, foreign-
ers have never exceeded the 7 per cent mark attained in 1931. Gerard Noiriel, Population, 
immigration et identiténationale en France X/Xe-XXe siècle (Paris, 1992), 61. 

6 Before the First World War, the region was a beehive of industry, boasting a popu-
lation of 58o,ooo, most of whom directly or indirectly drew their livelihood from mining. 
German invasion and war extensively damaged the region's mines and towns and deprived 
them of inhabitants. In fact, in 1918 the mining districts formerly home to over half a 
million counted just 45,000 residents. Michel Huber, La Population de la France pendant la 
Guerre (New Haven, 1931), 183-4. 

7 For an examination of the Polish immigrant community of the Pas-de-Calais and its 
relations with French officialdom, employers, and the local native population during the 
inter-war period see Philip H. Slaby, 'Industry, the State, and Immigrant Poles in 
Industrial France, 1919-1939' (Ph.D. thesis, Brandeis University, 2005). 

s Ibid. 6o1, 868. 
9 Archives departementales of Pas-de-Calais (hereafter ADPdC) M6677, 'Situation 

numerique des etrangers dans l'arrondissement au 20 decembre 1930' for various arrondisse-
ments and ADPdC M66n, 'Situation numerique des etrangers dans l'arrondissement au I 

janvier 1931'. 
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The economic context in which immigration functioned 
changed radically in the 1930s, as Pas-de-Calais mines and miners 
grappled with economic decline. Though management aimed to 
retain workers, the economic uncertainty and frustration still 
affected miners and their families. Pas-de-Calais coal firms entered 
the Great Depression with a labour force of unprecedented size 
and ethnic diversity. In the struggle for competitiveness, slashing 
personnel presented a logical method to reduce company costs. 
Early in the downturn, however, the mines avoided mass lay-offs. 
Memories of post-war labour scarcity and the difficulty of recruit-
ing, training, and maintaining immigrant personnel left companies 
loath to dismiss their staff.10 Consequently, they adopted short-
time work schedules in which the mines regularly ceased opera-
tions on an appointed day or days each month. During closures, 
the majority of miners-French and foreign alike-simply stayed 
at home and drew no pay. This policy permitted management to 
scale back output while retaining workers. 11 Firms viewed their 
actions as necessary belt-tightening; however, the miners chafed 
under the policy. 

As they grappled with hardship, Frenchmen of the Pas-de-
Calais coal basin searched to assign blame and to remedy their 
position. Their gaze soon fixed on Poles and other foreigners in 
the region, and wider public opinion reinforced local animosity. 
Bitterness toward aliens grew, as many French miners perceived 
a direct link between their precarious fortunes and the continued 
employment of immigrants. As early as 1931, coalfield natives 
alleged that firms dismissed French workers for trumped-up 
infractions, while hiring still more Poles. 12 Additionally, certain 
critics sought to deny out-of-work Poles welfare benefits, even 
though Franco-Polish agreements guaranteed them such funds. 13 

10 Pierre Galand, Les Mines duNord et du Pas-de-Calais depuis la Guerre (Paris, 1936), 141, 158. 
11 Friedel, 'Rapport de M. l'Ingenieur en chef des mines sur la situation de l'industrie 

minerale dans l'arrondissement mineralogique d'Arras pendant l'annee 1934', in Département
du Pas-de-Calais Conseil General deuxième session ordinaire de l'année 1935: rapports des chefsde service 
et renseignements divers, troisième partie (Arras, 1935), 189. 

12 Representative Larue called the attention of the Conseil Général of the Pas-de-Calais 
to the plight of Frenchmen who, he alleged, 'cannot raise their eyes without a threat of 
dismissal'. Yet at the same time he proffered that companies continued to hires Poles 'even 
without worrying about their background'. Session 27 April 1931, Départément du Pas-de-
Calais Conseil Général rapport supplémentaire du Prefetet proces-verbaux des déliberations première session 
ordinaire de I9JI, deuxième partie proces-verbaux des déliberations (Arras, 1931), 27. 

13 ADPdC M5624, 19 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
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Open violence toward foreigners, nevertheless, remained limited 
as class consciousness tempered worker resentment. Most Pas-de-
Calais miners belonged to the reformist Confédération Général
du Travail (CGT), with a sizeable minority loyal to the Com-
munist Confédération Général du Travail Unitaire (CGTU). Both 
groups professed fidelity to internationalism and solidarity among 
all labourers during the recession. Nevertheless, while union 
leaders espoused principled positions toward foreigners, the rank 
and file often remained indifferent or unreceptive toward non-
natives.14 Anti-foreign sentiment in the Pas-de-Calais echoed 
nationally, as Frenchmen of dissimilar political opinions and occu-
pations held immigrants responsible for the national employment 
crisis. Many called for the dismissal of immigrant labourers, 
arguing that such a move would create openings for unemployed 
Frenchmen. 15 Discontented Frenchmen also held employers 
responsible, asserting that businessmen placed profit before soli-
darity, employing foreigners while eager-to-work natives went 
hungry. 16 Further still, the public viewed foreigners as a menace 
to national security. Dramatic events appeared to justify such sen-
timents. In May 1932, a Russian assassinated French President 
Paul Doumer on French soil, and in 1933 and 1934 allegations of 
crime, murder, and official corruption swirled around the shady 
death of the immigrant conman Alexandre Stavisky. 17 

The Rising Climate of Immigrant Abuse 

The central government eventually responded to public misgiv-
ings about immigrants in a way that expanded the horizon for 
abusive treatment of foreigners by the state and employers in the 
Pas-de-Calais. In the wake ofDoumer's assassination, the central 
government called on its subalterns to invoke their arbitrary 
powers and to act aggressively against immigrants menacing 
national security. In May 1932, the Interior Ministry encouraged 
local officials to identify immigrants who violated 'the hospitality 
of France' by activity 'tending to disturb the established social 

14 Schor, L'Opinion.franfaise, 562-5 and 570-1. 
15 Ibid. 557-67. 16 Ibid. 559,567. 
17 Ibid. 636--8. For a thorough study of the Stavisky scandal and its social and political 

ramifications see Paul F.Jankowski, Stavisky: A Confidence Man in the Republic of Virtue (lthaca, 
NY, 2002). 
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order in their country or in ours'. It asked departement authorities 
to recommend deportation for such foreigners. Speaking plainly, 
the minister wrote: 'I am disposed ... to make decisions of expul-
sion against all foreigners who do not observe strict political neu-
trality.'18 Pas-de-Calais officials registered well this appeal for 
resolute action, as they had long suspected the Polish community 
of allegiance to the revolutionary left. 19 The Pas-de-Calais prefect 
even amplified the minister's request. Communicating to local law 
enforcers, he noted that 'more and more, some foreigners allow 
themselves to be involved in demonstrations against the public 
order, unreservedly mixing with the agitation of [political] parties, 
taking the floor at meetings, distributing propaganda tracts in the 
streets, [and ignoring], in a word, the rules of hospitality they 
receive in France and the correctness of attitude to which they are 
held'. He requested that the departemenfs subprefects, special com-
missars, and gendarmes place Poles and other foreigners involved 
in such activities 'under special surveillance'. Additionally, he 
asked them to propose against the immigrants in question any 
'sanctions which your investigation shows necessary'. 20 This policy 
stifled the immigrants' ability to register grievances or to protest 
their interests meaningfully. 

The economic policies of Paris also raised the prospects of 
abuse for Pas-de-Calais immigrants. As the government threat-
ened sweeping state oversight of the non-native workforce, it 
spurred coal firms to move resolutely, even irresponsibly, against 
foreigners in an effort to preserve their economic liberties. Much 
to the chagrin of business leaders, the government heeded popular 
calls for action against non-native labourers.21 On 10 August 1932 
the government passed the Law for the Protection of French 
Labour. Despite its grand title, the act offered Frenchmen no pref-
erence in hiring; instead, it focused on immigrant workers. The 
statute granted the state unprecedented authority to shape staffing 
within private concerns, permitting it to fix maximum levels for 
non-French personnel.22 Though many industries escaped formal 

18 ADPdC 1Z501, 26 May 1932, Ministry oflnterior to Prefects. 
19 Session 19 May 1932, Département du Pas-de-Calais Conseil rapport supplémentaire du Prefet

et procès-verbaux des deliberations de l'année 1932, première partie (Arras, 1932), 164. 
20 ADPdC 1Z501, 6 Aug. 1933, Prefect Pas-de-Calais to Subprefects of Bethune, 

Boulogne, Montreuil, Saint-Omer, Special Commissar of Arras, Commissars of Police of 
Arras and of Avion, and Commander of the Gendarmes. 

21 Bonnet, Les Pouvoirs publicsftanfais, 273-4. 22 Schor, L'Opinionftanfaise, 591-2. 
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limits on immigrant workers, coal companies accurately perceived 
the potential of the 1932 law to challenge the supremacy of man-
agers. 23 The French coal cartel, the Comite Central des 
Houilleres de la France (CCHF), starkly assessed potential state 
intervention, envisioning serious disruptions and even disaster if 
the state imposed a quota on foreign miners.24 As the economic 
crisis deepened in late 1933 and early 1934, the government 
increased pressure on coal firms. 25 The Ministry of Labour plainly 
communicated its desires to executives, calling for the removal of 
6,ooo to 7,000 foreign miners, 5,000 to 6,ooo of them Poles from 
the Pas-de-Calais and elsewhere. 26 By dismissing and repatriating 
immigrants, the government sought, in the Labour Minister's 
words, to 'relieve the congestion of the mining labour market'. 27 

If coal interests refused this invitation to act, officially imposed 
quotas on non-native manpower would likely follow. 

The scope for abusive treatment of immigrants widened still 
further as the central state placed the power of Pas-de-Calais offi-
cialdom at the service of coal firms. The Labour Ministry, con-
vinced of the 'necessity' of dismissing foreign personnel to improve 
the job market for Frenchmen in the coalfields, called on the Pas-
de-Calais to aid the effort 'by facilitating, insofar as possible, the 
departure of foreign workers ... from the mines to their country 
of origin'.28 Such instructions moved officials to lend personnel 
and resources to support managerial efforts to purge immigrant 
personnel and to encourage their departure from France. Further, 
they eroded the immigrants' legal ability to challenge any irregu-
lar and unjust treatment they received from employers seeking 
their dismissal. Foreigners' appeals to local officials for defence 
could come to little, as these same authorities endeavoured to 
support the efforts of management. Thus official channels for 

23 Ibid. 592-3. 
24 Centre des Archives du Monde du Travail (hereafter CAMT)40 AS 11:CCHF, 16 

Aug. 1934, Circular II28 regarding Law to Defend French Employment. 
25 e.g. while officials established just five quotas in 1932, by the end of1933 the requests 

for quotas had risen to twenty. Bonnet, Les Pouvoirs publics.franfais, 213. 
26 CAMT 40AS1: CCHF, Extrait du rapport présenté à l'Assemblee Générale du 23 

mars 1934, 5. Ponty cites the numbers for Polish expatriation.Janine Ponty, Polonais mécon-
nus: histoire des travailleurs immigrésen France dans l'entre-deux-guerres (Paris, 1990), 301. 

27 ADPdC M5624, 12 Apr. 1934, Confidential dispatch from Ministry of Labour to 
Prefects and Chief Mine Engineers. 

28 ADPdC M5624, 12 Apr. 1934, Ministry of Labour to Prefects and Chief Engineers 
of Mines. 
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complaint deliberately became unresponsive, and this at a time 
when authorities had already effectively barred immigrants from 
alternative forms of protest. Indeed, non-natives who expressed 
their grievances in meetings, in demonstrations, and in leaflets 
risked police suspicion or punishment. 

For the immigrants in the Pas-de-Calais coalfields, the growing 
possibility of joblessness, repatriation, and ill-treatment by man-
agers and state authorities became a reality in the spring of 1934, 
as firms issued mass lay-offs of foreign personnel and pressured 
them to depart France. In April, anxious to earn the goodwill of 
the central government, Pas-de-Calais coal companies began mass 
lay-offs of their immigrant staff. Upon government suggestion, 
employers also offered free travel to any Polish employee, either 
laid off or active, and his family who voluntarily left for Poland. 29 

However, as few volunteered, the mines also resorted to question-
able means to obtain departures. As long as the residency papers 
of out-of-work Poles were in order, the law permitted them to 
remain in France. Nevertheless, if laid-off immigrants chose to 
stay, they thwarted management's bid to please the government 
through company-arranged repatriations. Consequently, execu-
tives pressured recently fired foreigners to leave France. Firms such 
as the Mines-de-Marles exploited the confusing moments after they 
delivered lay-offs to Poles to secure their exit. As they issued sever-
ances, managers also pressed the workers to surrender their iden-
tity documents in advance of their return to Poland. By yielding 
their papers, the immigrants sealed their fates. Once begun, the 
repatriation process was difficult to reverse. Predictably, only a 
minority of laid-off Poles resisted such company manoeuvres. 30 

Further, as Poles approached local officials with evidence of 
company wrongdoing, Pas-de-Calais officials, complicit with the 
companies, refused to defend the migrants. 

This situation presented Poles with fearsome prospects. Some 
Polish miners had resided in the region for as long as fifteen years, 
time enough to raise children who knew only life in France. As 
one contemporary reported, many Poles had thus become 'used 

29 The north-eastern region's organization of coal companies noted that they offered 
subsidized transport 'upon the request of officials'. Centre Historique Minier de Lewarde, 
CHM D.400.3, 2 Mar. 1935, Comité Houilleres du Nord et du Pas-de-Calais to Ministry 
of Labour. 

30 ADPdC M5624, 19 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
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to French life and dread[ed] to leave it'.31 A permanent return to 
Poland threatened their economic well-being. Indeed, because of 
rural overpopulation, agrarian backwardness, and industrial 
weakness, few jobs awaited returning Poles. 32 As one official sur-
veyed the immigrants' mood, he noted their disquiet, writing: 'It 
is certain that these workers show no enthusiasm to see themselves 
repatriated ... dismissed from the mines, or [working] under the 
threat of an eventual discharge that would end in unemployment 
and all its consequences.'33 Yet harsh company tactics meant that 
a growing number of migrants found such a situation thrust upon 
them.34 

Facing stark employer pressure to repatriate and the complicity 
of local officialdom, many newly unemployed Poles and those 
facing joblessness opened another official channel for their 
defence. They called upon Polish consular authorities to force 
Paris to recognize their right to fair treatment. Complaints moti-
vated the Polish consulate to amass clear evidence of coal firm 
improprieties in lay-offs and repatriations and to communicate 
these violations to French officials. 35 Authorities in Paris largely 
overlooked and even excused abusive treatment toward the immi-
grant jobless in the Pas-de-Calais. Officials, for example, received 
Polish consular reports detailing the deception and force with 
which Pas-de-Calais companies moved Poles to repatriate, yet 
they never reprimanded the businesses. 36 Likewise, Paris reacted 
meekly to indications that Pas-de-Calais officials had incorrectly 
expelled immigrant Poles.37 The Minister of Labour actually let 
the offending authorities off with the softest warning. He even 
proffered an excuse for their excess: they might have just been 

31 Galand, l.es Mines du Nord, 161. 
32 For a brief overview of Polish economic conditions in the 1930s seejoseph Rothschild, 

East Central Europe between the Two World Wars (Seattle, 1979), 66-9. For a more detailed and 
statistical look at Poland in the Depression years, see the contemporary discussion by J an 
Rosner, 'Measures to Combat the Depression and Unemployment in Poland', International 
Labour Review, 30/2 (Aug. 1934), 159-89. Also useful on economic conditions awaiting return-
ing Poles is Marie Niemyska-Hessenowa, 'An Enquiry into the Position of Returned 
Migrants in Poland', International Labour Review, 34/2 (Dec. 1936), 782-9. 

33 ADPdC M5624, 19 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
34 ADPdC M5624, 7 May 1934, Ministry of Labour to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
35 ADPdC M5624, 14 Mar. 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais, and 

ADPdC M5624, 19 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
36 ADPdC M5624, 19 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
37 ADPdC 1Z1046, 10 Apr. 1934, Ministry of Labour to Prefect Pas-de-Calais and Chief 

Mining Engineer. 
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doing their duty too well under trying conditions. Though he 
frowned on maltreatment, he noted: 'I do not overlook any of the 
difficulties that prefects can encounter owing to the intense unem-
ployment currently running rampant.' In fact, he confided that 
he showed great interest in efforts taken 'with a view to assuage in 
all possible ways the situation in the labour market in the 
[prefect's] administrative jurisdiction'. 38 

Anxious over expulsions and frustrated by the ineffectiveness 
oflegal and official appeals for fair treatment, Pas-de-Calais immi-
grants sought alternative, unofficial methods to press their case. 
In this search, they encountered the example of the French move-
ment of the unemployed in the region. This protest movement 
had opened the eyes and ears of the government and employers 
to the plight of the jobless. As Matt Perry has shown, organiza-
tions of and for the unemployed scored impressive gains in late 
1933 and 1934, particularly in the Pas-de-Calais and throughout 
the French north-east. In these areas, the movement reached, in 
Perry's words, 'its highest range, its pinnacle of achievement'.39 

Activists and protesters, in this period, developed two sets of 
tactics that permitted them to thrust the demands of the unem-
ployed into the view of employers and authorities. The first set 
coalesced around well-organized, peaceful, and disciplined hunger 
marches in which the unemployed processed en masse, delivering 
their requests for relief to the state. The Lille-to-Paris hunger 
march from 18 November 1933 to 2 December 1933 figured as the 
most important example. This Communist-organized demonstra-
tion attracted thousands of participants who overcame a host of 
police obstacles to complete the march. The disciplined tactics of 
this march motivated numerous regional and local hunger 
marches throughout 1934, all emphasizing orderly mass proces-
sions to sites of state authority such as town halls.40 A second, 
aggressive type of unemployed protest, one targeting sites both of 
government and employer power, emerged in the Pas-de-Calais 
port city of Calais. In early 1934, thousands of unemployed 
demonstrators in Calais violently confronted local authorities 
demanding expanded benefits for the out-of-work. The protesters 
also challenged employers, appearing at company offices and 
calling for the rehiring of laid-off dockworkers. This brand of 

38 ADPdC M5624, 7 May 1934, Ministry of Labour to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
39 Perry, Prisoners of Want, 167. 40 Ibid. 121-43, 145-6, and 155-66. 
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assertive and violent action inspired the unemployed and activists 
to make similar stands .in the Pas-de-Calais and throughout the 
north-east.41 

In the spring of 1934, confident French activists of the unem-
ployed and apprehensive immigrants in the coal basin began to 
forge links to protect out-of-work foreigners. Advocates for the 
jobless, most of them Communist, saw in the immigrants' predica-
ment an opportunity to draw foreigners both to the cause of the 
unemployed and to that of Communism. Organizers had long 
endeavoured to make inroads among migrants. Activists, for 
example, often placed unemployment benefits for foreigners equal 
to natives and an end to forced deportation on the list of demands 
carried in regional hunger marches.42 Such tactics, however, 
attained little, as immigrants avoided such demonstrations. Local 
Communist groups now hoped to go beyond marches, taking up 
new methods to defend and attract foreigners. In leaflets and in 
meetings, CGTU representatives loudly denounced abusive lay-
offs, arbitrary expulsions, and coerced repatriations in the 
coalfields. Leaders did more than simply echo the frustrations of 
Poles; they demonstrated practical ways to resist pressures to depart 
for Poland. Most usefully, they advised immigrants to sign no doc-
uments presented to them by employers. Once in writing, agree-
ments to leave France proved difficult to rescind. Additionally, 
activists instructed foreigners facing expulsion to insist upon addi-
tional compensation from their former employers. Their demands 
included a travel indemnity of 300 to 400 francs for each man, 
woman, and child returning to Poland, the abolition of limits on 
the transport of baggage and household goods, and documents 
attesting to the immigrants' lay-off, which would afford them 
unemployment benefits once home. Further, in April 1934, the 
CGTU helped form a committee of immigrant worker defence to 
address the foreigners' grievances.43 For their part, Poles and many 
other immigrants had long been wary of association with 
Communists, as such brought unwanted police attention. However, 
in the spring of 1934, as their powerlessness against the French state 
and employers became manifest, the Poles became more receptive. 

41 Ibid. 145/4, esp. 146-55· 
42 Perry, 'Sans Distinction', 356. 
43 ADPdC M5624, 26 Mar. 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais and 

ADPdC 1Z1048, 10 Apr. 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
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The Immigrant Protests ofMay 1934 

By late May the atmosphere in the Pas-de-Calais coalfields had 
become volatile. French and immigrant activists of the unem-
ployed, hoping to capitalize on this climate, planned protests in 
the name of foreigners facing joblessness and an unwanted return 
to Poland. Organizers and participants aimed to draw attention to 
the plight of unemployed immigrants and to gain concrete 
benefits for them. In the best case, they could force coal firms to 
end the lay-offs of foreign personnel. If they fell short of this goal, 
activists still hoped to benefit the immigrants by protecting their 
access to unemployment benefits and their right to remain in 
France even when unemployed. At the least, they sought fairer 
treatment for those foreigners forced to repatriate. They set 23 
May 1934 as the date to launch their protests, a date charged with 
meaning for coalfield immigrants. The Company of Courrieres 
arranged for the repatriation of a group of 240 Polish men, 
women, and children on this date. Among this group, many only 
consented to leave because of employer pressure or chicanery. 
This instance of company high-handedness became well known. 
Indeed, Pas-de-Calais officials even developed a term for the 
group, referring to them collectively as the 'non-volunteers'.44 

Nevertheless, prefectural authorities refused to intervene on the 
foreigners' behalf. 

The immigrants' strategy combined tactics taken from the Lille-
to-Paris hunger march and from the demonstrations in Calais 
along with methods innovative to the movements of unemployed. 
As in Calais, the protesters targeted sites of employer power. In 
fact, they exclusively targeted coal firm offices and pitheads, 
excluding locations of state authority from their initial focus. As in 
hunger marches, planners took up orderly mass processions and 
demonstrations as tools of protest. On the morning of 23 May 
they intended to assemble throngs of immigrants who would 
process to the headquarters of the Company of Courrieres. Once 
there, they would present delegates who would bargain, perhaps 
for an end to the dismissal of foreigners, or at least for fairer com-
pensation for immigrants left unemployed and those facing repa-
triation. The group also intended to communicate their position 

44 ADPdC M5624, 19 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
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through a means not yet used to defend the jobless: the strike. 
Immigrant protesters and French activists hoped to move miners 
in the region to down their tools in opposition to employer policies 
that unfairly forced migrants to repatriate. This, then, would be a 
strike by the employed in support of the unemployed. 

Early on the morning of 23 May a group of foreigners, guided 
by both French and immigrant leaders, put their plans for protest 
into action. Their demonstrations led them to clash with the 
forces of the French state assembled to protect property and 
public order. This often violent contest between immigrants and 
officials spanned days. In it, the protesters, drawing on their best-
laid plans, on tactics used by previous unemployed protests, and 
on sheer improvisations, periodically gained the upper hand over 
the police. 

Events on 23 May demonstrated both the weaknesses and the 
strengths of the protests. The flaws in the immigrants' initial plan 
revealed themselves as protesters encountered a formidable police 
presence at pitheads, at company offices, and elsewhere, which 
blunted the effect of strikes and of mass marches against manage-
ment. Nevertheless, the foreigners' ability to shift methods from 
the orderly and peaceful to the violent, and their switch of target 
from sites of employer power to those of the state, kept officials 
off-balance and strengthened the immigrants' position. In the 
early morning of 23 May, CGTU activists and immigrants 
expected to establish picket lines to disrupt and to win the sympa-
thy of miners arriving for the 5.30 a.m. shift at certain coal pits 
near the town of Sallaumines. Privy to the immigrants' strategy, 
authorities had reinforced the presence of the gendarmes and 
local police. By 4.00 a.m. officers had moved into action, securing 
the worksites and patrolling the neighbourhoods near the coal 
pits. Thus, much to the frustration of the would-be immigrant 
strike leaders, the morning shift began undisturbed. Undeterred, 
a group of immigrant men, women, and children began to rally at 
g.oo a.m. near coal pit number 4 in Sallaumines, preparing for a 
mass march to Courrières' headquarters in the town of Billy-
Montigny, approximately five kilometres away. Once again, the 
police anticipated the protesters and waited near the meeting 
point. As the group reached 200, officers stepped in hoping to dis-
perse the crowd before it grew larger and unruly. The immigrants 
responded defiantly, refusing to disperse even when approached 
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by gendarmes on foot. Only the arrival of police on horseback 
disbanded them. Certain immigrants still refused to go without a 
fight. One Pole seized the reins of a mounted policeman and 
kicked his horse. He subsequently threw volleys of punches and 
kicks at arresting officers, and some of these strikes connected. 
One such blow brought a police agent to his knees and another 
dented the automobile of the gendarme captain.45 Police orders to 
disband and the issuance of a ban on marches on public roadways 
did not dissuade the protesters. They instead drew on the tactics 
of the Lille-to-Paris hunger marchers. They left the rally site 
walking individually and in small groups toward Billy-Montigny, 
where they planned to reassemble and send their delegation to 
the company. They found various routes blocked by gendarmes 
on foot and on horseback. Nevertheless, the crowd reassembled at 
Billy-Montigny, and its representatives approached the offices of 
Courrieres, only to be refused by management. Rebuffed and 
frustrated, the protesters grew still more defiant. After brief on-
the-spot consultations, they marched back to Sallaumines where 
they met to replenish their numbers and strategize their next 
steps. On the road back, the protesters communicated their confi-
dence and their audacity to the police and to the public. They 
abandoned the cautious tactics of earlier hunger marchers. For 
much of the five-kilometre walk from Billy-Montigny, the protest-
ers advanced en masse, blocking the national road and singing 
and shouting their discontent. Once again, only the appearance of 
mounted gendarmes cooled the crowd, which eventually opened 
the roadway to traffic. The protesters arrived at their meeting hall 
in Sallaumines, buoyed by their encounter with the police and still 
determined to forward their message.46 

In the afternoon, the immigrants' tactics became more violent 
and the target of their protests expanded to locations of govern-
mental authority. Back in Sallaumines, a group of some 300 immi-
grants and CGTU representatives met and then trooped to pit 
number 5 to enforce the strike among the miners of the 1.30 p.m. 
shift. Much to the surprise of the police, immigrant women, many 

45 'Des incidents ont marque le rapatriement des émigrés polonias àSallaumines et à
Billy-Montigny', Réveil du Nord, 24 May 1934, press clipping: in ADPdC M5624, and 
ADPdC M5624, 28 May 1934, Captain Geus, Sectional Commandant of the National 
Gendarme to Subprefect Béthune, Procurator of the Republic, et al. 

46 See ibid. For the Pas-de-Calais Prefect's ban on demonstrations see ADPdC M5624, 
23 May 1934, Prefect Pas-de-Calais to Chevalier oflhe Legion of Honour. 
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with children in their arms, led the charge. They focused partic-
ularly on Polish miners arriving for work. Hoping to dissuade 
them from reporting, they struck the workers with fists and stones 
and latched onto their gear, dragging them away from the work-
site. The authorities intervened to separate the protesters from 
the miners, permitting the shift to begin. The police response, 
however, was insufficient. Soon after this exchange, and following 
yet another hasty strategic meeting in Sallaumines, the immi-
grants and activists trained their anger on positions of state 
authority. By the late afternoon and early evening, a crowd of 
immigrants numbering some 1 ,ooo assembled before the police 
station on the Place de la Mairie. The square reverberated with 
speeches, conversation, and shouts. The crowd demanded the 
immediate release of a Pole arrested earlier that morning. The 
few police officials present explained that the man was now await-
ing charges in the town of Bethune. Hearing this, activists 
demanded that the officers telephone the court in Bethune and 
order the Pole's release. Tense moments passed until a detach-
ment of gendarmes appeared at the town square, calming the 
group. The protesters eventually filed away but intimated dire 
consequences if the Pole was not released by g.oo a.m. on 24 
May.47

Nightfall only emboldened the immigrants who, under cover 
of darkness, disrupted the 10.00 p.m. shift change at pit number 
5. The neighbourhoods surrounding the pithead lacked street-
lights; this fact permitted protesters to attack arriving and depart-
ing workers as well as the gendarmes guarding company facilities 
and staff. The protesters hurled stones at the police and miners. 
The gendarmes endured a nearly constant barrage from approx-
imately 10.00 p.m. on 23 May to 12.30 a.m. the next morning, sus-
taining injuries.48 

On 24 May, local officials reinforced their advantage in per-
sonnel, using their manpower to disrupt and suppress immigrant 
protest. At Sallaumines, the gendarmes received reinforcements, 
secured the pithead at number 5, and patrolled neighbourhoods 
around Courrières pits number 3, 4, and 13. The show of force 
kept protesters away from the pitheads, permitting the 5.30 a.m. 

47 ADPdC M5624, 28 May 1934, Captain Geus, Sectional Commandant of the 
National Gendarme to Subprefect Bethune, Procurator of the Republic, et al. 

48 Ibid. 
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shift to begin undisturbed. Protest activity thus shifted eastward 
from Sallaumines to the nearby town of Henin-Lietard. Here 
protesters sought to wield the tactics of protest employed at 
Sallaumines. They resolved to carry their demands for fairer treat-
ment for unemployed immigrants via a mass march on the head-
quarters of the Company ofDourges. A group of about fifty men 
and fifty women thus departed the town ofEvin-Malmaison, gath-
ered members at Dourges, and processed toward Henin-Lietard. 
As they approached the company offices, they found the police 
waiting. Gendarmes on horseback blocked the main approaches, 
and their presence moved many foreigners to abandon the march. 
Nevertheless, a core of some fifty immigrants, many of them 
women, pressed on, sending a delegation to the head office. 
Executives refused this contingent. As the dispirited foreigners 
filtered from Henin-Lietard, the police barred the groups' 
advance along all roads except those leading them to their homes. 
Further, mounted officers pursued the demonstrators along the 
entire route of return in what amounted to a forced march, as the 
horsemen drove the group forward at a demanding pace. In the 
process, the police elicited a violent outburst from a fleeing immi-
grant woman, whom the gendarmes' captain identified as a 'true 
tigress'. She struck an officer's mount with an umbrella and gave 
the same treatment to the policeman who took her into custody. 49 

That afternoon, foreigners and activists in Sallaumines again met 
to discuss their next move. However, as numerous police took up 
conspicuous positions, displaying their intention to enforce a ban 
on public gatherings in the town, the participants brought their 
meeting to a quick close. The group then disbanded without 
further protest. 50 

Immigrant demonstrators remained inactive on 25 May. But on 
26 May they again improvised methods of protest that briefly 
granted them the initiative against the police. In the mining town 
of Leforest, immigrants took a violent stand in support of those 
who joined the strike for the jobless. In the late morning, 210 Polish 
miners barricaded themselves in the locker rooms at pit number 
10 of the Company of Escarpelle, arming themselves with mining 
tools. They resolved to vacate the facility only if the company 
agreed not to punish those Poles who had observed the walkout. 

49 Ibid. 50 Ibid. 
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Again, immigrant women and children mobilized for protest. Yet 
police intervened, blocking their access to the locker rooms. 
Frustrated by the police, the women lashed out, hurling insults at 
the officers. Authorities arrested two women for resistance. A third 
woman fiercely defied arrest by kicking the captain of the gen-
darmes hard enough to knock him to the ground and by casting 
coal dust in his eyes in order to escape his grasp. She, too, was 
apprehended. Tensions then escalated as the foreign demonstra-
tors remained in the building as the end of the miners' shift 
approached. The return of workers to the surface would bring a 
flood ofFrench labourers, most of them hostile to the immigrants' 
activities, towards the locker room. Police and company officials 
envisioned the worst: a clash between armed immigrants and 
incensed French miners. The protesters soon reduced their 
demands. If the police released the three women just taken into 
custody, the foreigners would abandon the occupation. 
Reluctantly, the police acceded, sure that they would have occa-
sion to arrest the women again. The protesters then abandoned 
the building and made their way home, their victory a small one. 51 

In the wake of these events in May 1934, the authorities' ability 
to maintain close surveillance and to dispatch rapidly police and 
gendarmes to sites of potential immigrant protest permitted them 
to retain the upper hand for the remainder of the year. Open 
immigrant defiance of employers and the state remained rare, 
with the notable exception of a brief occupation of company facil-
ities in Leforest in August 1934. 

7he Powerlessness ofthe Immigrant Jobless 

Ultimately, the protests of May 1934 secured few of the benefits 
for which the unemployed immigrants had hoped. Indeed, the 
lay-offs of foreign personnel from the mines and repatriation of 
Poles and their families from the Pas-de-Calais coalfields contin-
ued throughout 1934 despite the protests. The year 1934, as com-
panies forcefully launched the lay-off and repatriation campaign 
among their Polish staff, saw the single largest one-year fall in the 
Polish labour force. Over 5,8oo, or nearly 18 out of every 100 
Poles still employed by the mines, left their jobs either voluntarily 

51 ADPdC M5624, 28 May 1934. 
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or under pressure in that year.52 Nor did repatriations cease: from 
April to late June, coal company charter trains returned some 
3,250 immigrant miners and their families to Eastern Europe.53 

The departure of these trains once or twice each week became an 
occurrence punctuating immigrant life in the region throughout 
1934, and it would remain so throughout 1935 and much of 
1936.54 Company policies contributed to a sharp decline in the 
Polish workforce and in the Pas-de-Calais Polish population. On 
the eve of the Depression, in 1930, the Pas-de-Calais mines pos-
sessed a total workforce of 131,381, of whom 44,614 were Poles. 
By 1935 the number of employees had declined to 94,463 workers, 
25,000 of them Polish. Thus immigrants, whose ranks had been 
nearly halved, contributed disproportionately to the ranks of 
jobless miners. 55 

The powerlessness of the movement of the immigrant unem-
ployed doubdess took many activists and migrants by surprise. 
Indeed, their protests appeared to capitalize on the strength of the 
unemployed movement in the Pas-de-Calais and in the north-east. 
As Perry reveals, 1934 and early 1935 represented the 'highpoint 
of unemployed protests', a period when the movement con-
tributed to the climate of 'rising working-class militancy and unity 
of action' affecting France at the time. 56 Why were the immigrant 
jobless unable to cultivate sympathy for their cause and mobilize 
resources for their defence at a time of unity, militancy, and 
growing support for the unemployed? The answer lies in the 
immigrants' myriad vulnerabilities. The foreigners' protest move-
ment in part failed because it resonated only with a minority of 
immigrants. The majority avoided participation out of political 
conviction and out of a desire to remain in the good graces of 
employers and French officials. Still more important was the 
immigrants' profoundly weak position vis-a-vis French employers, 
French labour unions and workers, and the French state. 

No matter how forcefully immigrants stated their demands, 

52 These figures are calculated from the statistics of Galand. Galand, Les Mines du Nord, 
135,196. 

53 ADPdC M5624, 29 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais; 13]une 
1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais; and 22june 1934, Subprefect Bethune 
to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 

54 See Subprefect Bethune's reports on departing repatriation convoys in folder 
'Rapatriement d'ceuvriers etrangers-mesures d'ordre', in ADPdC M5624. 

55 Galand, Les Mines du Nord, 135, 196. 56 Perry, Prisoners of Want, 173, 174. 
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their protests would scarcely resonate with executives driven to 
lay off and repatriate Poles in order to defend their economic 
liberty from state intervention. In late 1934 the central govern-
ment, seeking to reduce foreign labour within the economy, issued 
a wave of decrees capping immigrant personnel. 57 As the govern-
ment formulated foreign worker quotas, the mines played the 
cards they had amassed through voluntary lay-offs and repatria-
tions. Acting through the CCHF, they called the Ministry of 
Labour's attention to their own reductions of non-native man-
power, noting that, nationally, companies had financed the depar-
ture of 10,500 Poles. Though management welcomed French 
replacements, the industry reported that few took these positions. 
In light of these points, the CCHF informed the government 'that 
it would be advisable to leave to the coal industry the freedom to 
pursue with all desirable flexibility the efforts that it has under-
taken during the course of the last years to reduce foreign person-
nel'.58 The coal companies' policies paid off. The government 
spared the mines formal controls over immigrant personnel. With 
managerial control over the mining workforce threatened by the 
state, foreign protesters could expect little more than deafness to 
their pleas. 

The jobless immigrants' call for action also registered faintly 
with French unions and with French miners generally, institutions 
and social groups from which the protesters might have drawn 
support. The reformist unions of the CGT and the Socialist Party 
at times took up the cause of unemployed immigrants, but more 
often they simply paid lip service to the foreigners' plight. 
Communist Party and CGTU activists, on the other hand, sensing 
an opportunity to attract immigrants to their cause, spiritedly 
defended foreigners in the early Depression years. While they 
availed themselves of an opportunity to mobilize foreigners in the 
name of all workers, Communist activists failed to appreciate the 
deep divisions separating French miners from non-natives. In fact, 
the CGT's lifeless defence of immigrant rights aligned better with 
native worker sentiment than did Communist assertiveness. Few 
French miners rallied to the immigrants' side in May 1934. Indeed, 
coal basin natives identified the walkouts and protests as a 'Polish 

57 Bonnet, Les Pouvoirs publics français, 301-4, and Cross, Immigrant Workers, 200. 
58 ADPdC1Z501, 2 Mar. 1935, Comité des Houillières Nord et Pas-du-Calais to 

Minister of Labour. 
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strike'.59 During the protests, officials reported that French miners, 
particularly those associated with the CGT, ignored calls for 
common action with the Poles. 60 Indeed, native hostility toward 
immigrant protesters created the tense moments of 26 May, when 
the Poles' refusal to abandon coal firm facilities threatened to spark 
a violent clash with French workers. In the wake of the events of 
May, French miners often scoffed at the foreigners' actions, and 
some applauded their failure. The subprefect ofBethune reported 
that CGT members and 'the vast majority of French workers, far 
from unifying with the Poles, are infuriated by their shrieking and 
arrogance'.61 Indeed, many native miners, facing the threat of job-
lessness and the burdens of making ends meet on reduced work 
schedules, supported the dismissal of foreigners. As one police 
official noted, certain inhabitants viewed the lay-offs as 'an appre-
ciable remedy-and the only effective [one ]-against the current 
crisis'.62 

Finally the immigrants' actions failed to carry their intended 
message to the French state. On the contrary, the strikes and vio-
lence of May 1934 further undermined the ability of out-of-work 
migrants to combat unjust treatment. This result, however, was far 
from apparent immediately following the unrest. In fact, the pro-
testers initially convinced the central government of the seriousness 
of their cause. Following the demonstrations, Paris sought to 
soothe immigrant tensions by rededicating the government to 
lawful treatment for out-of-work Poles. It underscored a distinction 
that it had long obscured. Central authorities did continue to 
condemn immigrants who dabbled in French political life and 
those connected to radical organizations. However, for law-abiding 
immigrants whose only transgression was joblessness, Paris now 
favoured-and demanded-just treatment. The Ministry of 
Labour, for instance, insisted that company trains leaving the 
Pas-de-Calais for Poland include only individuals departing 

59 ADPdC M5624, 25 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
60 ADPdC M5624, 24 May 1934, Commissariat of the Police City ofHarnes to Prefect 

Pas-de-Calais. 
61 ADPdC M5624, 28 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. The 

government's chief mine inspector communicated similar sentiment in his district, noting 
that the 'French miners had had enough of the perpetual agitation of the Poles', with some 
seeking to protest against the migrants. See M5624, 28 May 1934, Subprefect Bethune to 
Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 

62 ADPdC M5624, 24 May 1934, Commissariat of the Police City ofHarnes to Prefect 
Pas-de-Calais. 
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voluntarily. 63 And as new reports of company bullying of immi-
grants reached the Minister of Labour in the autumn of 1934, he 
admonished Pas-de-Calais officialdom for its lax enforcement of 
the government's wishes. He showed impatience, writing to the 
prefect: 'I have called to your attention on many occasions . . . 
[that] repatriations must never be carried out against the wishes 
of the party concerned. I have insisted particularly on the fact that 
no pressure must be placed on unemployed workers in order to 
bring them to request repatriation, and that convoys include only 
workers who have themselves shown the desire to return to their 
country of origin. '64 Local authorities, for their part, acknowledged 
little difference between law-abiding, out-of-work immigrants and 
subversives. To them, particularly after the clashes of the spring, 
harsh treatment for all foreigners appeared justified. While repri-
manded for the continued high-handed treatment of unemployed 
immigrants, the Pas-de-Calais prefect remained defiant. His atti-
tude underscored the precarious position of immigrants in the 
département. In correspondence with Paris, he stated that 'the truth 
obliged' him to underscore that unemployed immigrants 'too often 
use their great leisure to engage in revolutionary agitation'. He 
thus excused any irregularities as evidence of his struggle to defend 
national security, not abuse. He all but admitted that certain immi-
grants were repatriated against their will, but he added that, for 
such an individual, 'the measure of expulsion ... is not because 
he has been laid off from the mine; it is not at all at the instigation 
of the company, but because he has abused the hospitality that our 
country has freely given him and because his pernicious action has 
been recognized by the police services'. He closed his exchange 
with the minister: 'In sum, no neglect of your instructions has been 
observed. Foreign workers stay in France who want to, [but] on 
the condition, of course, they keep a correct attitude. '65 In this 
way, local administrators continued to wield their power arbitrar-
ily, just as authorities had earlier encouraged. Of demands from 
Paris to return to strict legality, they took no notice. 

63 ADPdC M5624, 7 June 1934, Subprefect Betbune to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
64 ADPdC M5624, 9 Oct. 1934, Ministry of Labour to Prefect Pas-de-Calais. 
65 ADPdC M5624, 22 Oct. 1934, Prefect Pas-de-Calais to Ministry of Labour. 
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Conclusion 

The powerlessness of the movement of the immigrant jobless and 
the weakness of immigrants within the French economy, society, 
and polity of the 1930s emerged fully in the years following the 
protests of 1934. Though spared officially imposed limits on 
foreign personnel in 1934, Pas-de-Calais coal firms played it safe. 
Sensitive to the temper of Paris, they continued to dismiss Poles 
and to promote their return home. The intensity of dismissals and 
repatriations only dissipated in late 1935 before ceasing in early 
1936.66 The objections offoreigners played no role in halting these 
policies; only a more accommodating relationship between coal 
firms and the central government on the issue of foreign man-
power did so. The immigrants' rapport with French unionism also 
deteriorated, as Communist organizations nationally and in the 
Pas-de-Calais relented in their defence of foreign workers by 
adopting a position akin to that of the CGT.67 Further, the central 
government abandoned principled treatment for the immigrant 
jobless. As the French economy and labour market deteriorated in 
1934, governments of the right came to power in 1935 and 1936. 
They dedicated themselves to removing foreigners from French 
jobs and from French territory in an effort to combat native job-
lessness. Their policies excused and even condoned earlier 
overzealous harrying of foreigners by Pas-de-Calais officials. 
Through new rules and sanctions, administrators found abundant 
opportunities to expel immigrants. Expulsion became a real 
prospect even for law-abiding but jobless immigrants. The central 
government revoked earlier protections: now, all laid-off immi-
grants could face repatriation after a period of grace. 68 The Polish 
community of the Pas-de-Calais coalfields, powerless to contest 
the will of employers and the state and unable to mobilize French 
union and popular support, thus experienced precipitous decline 
in the mid-1930s.69 Only renewed labour scarcity in the mines 

66 e.g. during 1934 the mines of the Pas-de-Calais lost nearly 6,ooo Poles. By 1935, the 
number had declined by just over 2,000. See Galand, Les Mines du .Nord, 196. In early 1936, 
as public and official circles began questioning the wisdom of immigrant lay-offs, the 
CCHF informed the state that the mines had laid off all foreigners possible. See CAMT 
40AS1: CCHF Extrait du rapport presente à l'Assemblee Générale, 19 Mar. 1936. 

67 See Perry, 'Sans Distinction'. 68 Bonnet, Les Pouvoirs publics français, 293-301. 
69 Indeed, in early 1934, before the policy of mass lay-offs and repatriations, 103,741 

Poles resided in the arrondissement of Bethune, the administrative district containing most of 
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during the late 1930s would strengthen the immigrants' position. 
As demand for coal grew with the approach of war, officials and 
employers once again regarded foreigners as desirable economic 
assets and French workers again regarded them with tolerance. 
Immigrant protest could not effect such a change. 

the Pas-de-Calais miners. By late 1935 this figure had fallen to 87,673, a decline of more 
than I6,ooo or 15 per cent. ADPdC M6677 Situation numerique des etrangers residants 
dans l'arrondissement de Bethune au I janvier 1934 and Situation numerique des etrangers 
residants clans l'arrondissement de Bethune au 15 decembre 1935. 




